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The things we do for family don't always make sense. But it's family, so you get on board 

and complain later. 

When the Australian choreographer Lucy Guerin asked her brother-in-law, a visual artist 

with no dance training, if he'd mind being in a dance performance, he haltingly agreed. 

"It was sold to me as a workshop," said Simon Obarzanek. "I thought it would be 

enjoyable and relaxing." 

That workshop performance turned into "Untrained," a four-man dance work that has 

toured widely since 2009 with two professional dancers and two decidedly 

nonprofessional dancers. It lands at the Brooklyn Academy of Music from Tuesday 

through Saturday. 

"Untrained" sets up a series of comparisons that, while often hilarious, is a frank 

exploration of how people move. The two trained men enter the stage to perform a series 

of basic movements and dance steps. Then one of the nonprofessionals mimics those 

same steps, followed by the other. 

The result is undeniably comic: While the dancers sail through everything gracefully, the 

regular guys are hopelessly unbalanced, flailing their flexed feet and crazy arms. Ms. 

Guerin assured us that "Untrained" was not intended as an exercise in humiliation. "In the 

premiere season, I was slightly taken back by the amount of laughter in the audience," 

she said. "It was an experiment of dance training." 

 



 

Byron Perry, Antony Hamilton, Simon Obarzanek and Ross Coulter in Lucy Guerin's 'Untrained.'  

 

As a dancer and now as a choreographer with her own 10-year-old company, Ms. Guerin 

is accustomed to seeing movements that reflect the pursuit of perfection. Where dancers 

make choices about the speed and direction of every muscle, the rest of us typically do 

not. "The way that ordinary people move is unique," she said. "They don't know where 

their bodies are in space. I wanted to have a look at these different sets of bodies." 

When teaching "Untrained," Ms. Guerin rehearses the piece for just five days, mainly so 

the non-pro performers don't get too familiar with the material; she wants them as 

natural—or, let's face it, as bad—as possible. (Five days for professionals is ample time 

given the relative simplicity of the movement in this piece.) Trouble is, the untrained 

dancers gradually become accustomed to the movement, and they start performing it in a 

manner that is somewhat less than raw. That dilutes the contrast, so after two seasons 

new guys are auditioned and brought in. 

"She has to get rid of people after a while because you get used to being in front of the 

audience," said Mr. Obarzanek, who has since started a business that creates pop-up 

shopping centers. When he said that, I had to laugh: A dancer would probably find a 

different way to say "get rid of people." And Ms. Guerin has been regularly confronted 

by the surprises of working with nondancers. 

While some of the guys have suffered from serious stage fright, others have taken it all in 

stride. "They don't know they're supposed to be nervous," she said. "They don't have 

superstitions or things that we take for granted." 



They also lack the same pre-show eating habits. "About 20 minutes before a show, one 

guy said, 'I'm just going to run out and get some KFC,'" said Ms. Guerin. She refused to 

let him leave. "He got really angry. He felt like his freedoms were being infringed upon." 

For Mr. Obarzanek, working out daily and performing with dancers gave him some 

insight into why the dancers he'd met in the past seemed "quite happy and balanced." 

"I think [dancers] are happier than most people," he said. "It's the camaraderie and their 

joking. They know each other intimately. You're sharing ideas, and that sharing process 

is invigorating. It's not like that with visual artists. Often you're by yourself." 

Going into the project, though, he had his doubts. "I wasn't convinced of the premise of 

the show. I thought the untrained would come across as the butt of the joke. But I think 

we took it further than that. Lucy said, 'Give it your best and you'll bring something to it 

that the trained dancers can't.'" 

Ms. Guerin, who has presented "Untrained" around Australia and in Hong Kong, said the 

audience reaction is usually best described as supportive energy, with a sense of 

identification with the men who are willing to put their pride on the line. "What they 

really respond to is the bravery of the untrained men," she said. "You can feel it." 

What's also made beautifully clear is the impact that dance training has on the body. 

Dance audiences can be narrowly focused on how one dancer does something different 

from another—without thinking too much about how separate the entire process is from 

regular bodies. 

"Untrained" is a reminder that dance is a language. Because it is a nonverbal language, 

those who are fluent can communicate directly and thoroughly to everyone. Family 

included. 
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